
Two major problems in existing EST assembly programs and 

unigene databases:

1) Large portion of different transcripts (mainly alternative 

spliced transcripts and paralogs) are incorrectly assembled 

into same transcripts – type I error

2) Large portion of nearly identical sequences are not 

assembled into one transcript – type II error

De novo transcriptome sequence assembly

(454/Sanger ESTs)

CAP3 (http://seq.cs.iastate.edu/cap3.html)

TGICL (http://compbio.dfci.harvard.edu/tgi/software/)

MIRA (http://www.chevreux.org/projects_mira.html)

Phrap (http://www.phrap.org)

Newbler (-cDNA)



Sequence identity between AW218649 and TC232370: 91.5%

AW218649 is aligned to tomato chromosome 4

TC237370 is aligned to tomato chromosome 11

Example of type I assembly error (paralog)

In DFCI Tomato Gene Index, AW218649 is a member of TC237370.



Example of type I assembly error (alternative splicing)

In DFCI Tomato Gene Index, AW031810 is a member of TC223103



Example of type II assembly error

In DFCI Tomato Gene Index, two unigenes, TC219875 and TC221582,  are identical



iAssembler

http://bioinfo.bti.cornell.edu/tool/iAssembler/

• iterative assemblies (assembly of assemblies) using MIRA and CAP3  

(four cycles of MIRA followed by one cycle of CAP3) – reduce errors that 

nearly identical sequences are not assembled

• Further assembly error identification

1) comparing unigene sequences against themselves to identify nearly 

identical sequences (type II errors)

2) aligning EST sequences to their corresponding unigene sequences to 

identify mis-assembled ESTs (type I errors)

• Both type I and II assembly errors are corrected automatically by the 

program

• Unigene base errors are then corrected based on the resulting SAM files



Workflow of iAssembler

Correct unigene base errors: Iterative assemblies can result in loss of accuracy in unigene

base call. iAssembler reassign each individual unigene base sequence according to the SAM 

output file which contains detailed alignment information of individual ESTs and their 

corresponding unigenes. The most frequent base in the specific position will be assigned to that 

position in the unigene.
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type II error corrector
type II error corrector

no new error detected

new error detected



Percent identity - 97, maximum overhang - 40, minimum overlap - 30 

iAssembler performance

Parameters

phrap input_est –acePhrap

mira -project=project -fasta=input_est -job=denovo,est,normal,sanger -
notraceinfo -GE:not=1 SANGER_SETTINGS -LR:wqf=no -
AS:epoq=no:mrl=30 COMMON_SETTINGS -AS:nop=4 -SK:not=1:pr=97 -
CL:pec=no SANGER_SETTINGS -AL:mo=40:mrs=97

MIRA (tomato)

mira -project=project -fasta=input_est -job=denovo,est,normal,454 -
notraceinfo -GE:not=1 454_SETTINGS -LR:wqf=no -AS:epoq=no:mrl=30 
COMMON_SETTINGS -AS:nop=4 -SK:not=1:pr=97 -CL:pec=no 
454_SETTINGS -AL:mo=40:mrs=97

MIRA (olive)

tgicl -F input_est -l 40 -v 30 -p 97TGICL

cap3 input_est -o 40 -y 30 -p 97 -f 6 -s 251CAP3 

iAssembler.pl -i input_est -h 40 -e 30 -p 97 -d -o outputiAssembler

Command and parametersProgram

Test datasets

1. Tomato Sanger ESTs: 362,445 with average length of 579 bp

2. Olive 454 ESTs: 246,993 with average length of 196 bp



iAssembler performance

Tomato

Olive



iAssembler performance

A curated Arabidopsis EST dataset, which only contain ESTs

that can be perfectly aligned to the TAIR10 cDNAs

perfectly aligned means that the sequences were aligned to Arabidopsis cDNAs in their entire lengths



iAssembler - SAM (Sequence Alignment/Map) format output 


